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(A) Pusher “Month adjusting”

Day & Date adjusting
Time adjusting

Mainspring winding

Multi purpose

Rotating Bezel

1) START

Being an automatic watch we suggest you wind it up completely the first time you use 

it (Position 1) Unscrew the crown and in this position rotate. The crown will need to 

be wound manually 15 – 20 times to develop a sufficient power reserve to ensure the 

accuracy of the timepiece. You do not have to repete this action every day while the 

watch is in use, the watch will charge itself automatically. 

2) ADJUSTING DAY

Adjust the day by rotating the crown counter-clockwise in "2" position.

3) ADJUSTING DATE

Adjust the date by rotating the crown clockwise in "2" position.

4) ADJUSTING TIME

Rotate the crown in "3" position and adjust the standard time. Then check if it is 

morning or afternoon and adjust correctly.

5) ADJUSTING MONTH

Push the button "A" and adjust the month.

If the button is not pushed to the end, the month is not changed perfectly.

- Important: After any operation make sure to screw the crown back to normal 

position 1 perfectly straight and closed. If the crown is not perfectly closed and 

straight it might be possible that water could enter into the watch.
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Minute hand

Hour hand

Day display

Month display

Day and Night display

Second hand



Multifunction bezel - Modelo: Vintage Pilot Multifunction

The Rotating bezel can be used for diferent purposes:

Option 1: can be used to set a second time zone.

Option 2: can be used to set a point in time when you went under water divening 

purposes.

Option 3: can be use as a tachimeter by setting a parameter with the minute hand and 

seconds hand.

Here is an example of usage as a second time zone:

When you wish to know the time in Madrid while you are staying in Hong Kong and 

current local time is 2:00 PM - Note that you need to know in advace how many 

hours difference are in between the two cities. In our example Hong Kong is + 6 

hours difference in summer time and + 7 hours in winter time difference to Madrid.

Therefore 2:00 PM in Hong Kong will be 7 AM in Madrid taking in cosideration the 

winter time difference.

*(D) Taking into refernence the pointing down triangle as 12 hours rotate bezel  

seven dots. Now counting the dots from reference position second time zone is 

indicated.

Now both time zones local and home are set and you don’t have to change the 

position of the bezel while you are in Hong Kong, when the hour hand moves to 3 

PM Local time then the time in Madrid will be 8 AM and so on.
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(D)  Second Time Zone at Home

Rotating Bezel

(C) Local Time Zone

*Rotate bezel 7 dots from reference 12 hour point

2:00 PM in Hong Kong will be 7 AM in Madrid

Reference 12H


